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E.A. Tighe School
Summer Reading Log Sheets for incoming Tighe 5th Graders- September 2022

Your task is to READ two age appropriate FICTION titles (new full chapter books, not novels

previously read in class and preferably one title in e book format). RESPOND to the following

questions using one of the two options below:

1. Print out these Reading Log Sheets and RESPOND in complete sentences in your neatest
handwriting.

2. Make a copy of this document in your Google Drive and title it readinglogsheets22.
Keyboard your answers in complete sentences. To submit, turn in to the Incoming 5th

Grade Summer Reading classroom. The class code is x5rqela.
All Reading Log Sheets are due to Mrs. Chauncey Iannone – Tighe Media Specialist by

September 16, 2022. This response will be kept on file in the Becker Media Center as an

example of your writing style.

1. Title of Fiction book # 1:

2. Author of book:

3. What genre is your book? (Mystery, Historical, Realistic, Science Fiction, Adventure,

Fantasy, or other?)

4. What format is your book? (ebook or printed) What is your opinion of this format?

Discuss advantages and disadvantages this format presents?

5. Describe in complete sentences the main character. Include age, physical appearance,

and character traits. Physical appearance describes what your character looks like.

Character traits can include how your character acts or not such as respectful,

responsible, honest, courageous, caring, fair, persevering, and/or as a good citizen.

6. Describe in complete sentences how you are like the main character. For example, are

you the same age? Have you had similar problems? Do you have comparable friends or

live in the same type of environment?  How are you unlike the main character?



7. In complete sentences describe the setting (where and when) of this story. Was it hard

for you to visualize the story’s setting? If so what resources did you use to help you form

a mental picture of where the story takes place? Resources could include items like a

globe, atlas, almanac, encyclopedia, or Internet research.

8. In complete sentences describe the problem or conflict the main character had in this

story.  Were there different ways the main character could solve the problem?

9. In complete sentences describe the resolution or solution to the problem or conflict in

this story. What character resolved the problem in this story? Describe him/her if not

the main character. In your opinion, do you agree with his/her actions? If you agree

with the character’s actions, why do you agree? If you disagree with the character’s

action, what other solution would you offer?

10. You are the editor of this book! Change the ending in this story. Describe in complete

sentences your new story ending.

11. Would you recommend this book to your classmates? In complete sentences state why/why

not.

______________________________________________________________________________

1. Title of Fiction book # 2:

2. Author of book:

3. What genre is your book? (Mystery, Historical, Realistic, Science Fiction, Adventure,

Fantasy, or other?)

4. What format is your book? (ebook or printed) What is your opinion of this format?

Discuss advantages and disadvantages this format presents?

5. Describe in complete sentences the main character. Include age, physical appearance,

and character traits. Physical appearance describes what your character looks like.

Character traits can include how your character acts or not such as respectful,

responsible, honest, courageous, caring, fair, persevering, and/or as a good citizen.

6. Describe in complete sentences how you are like the main character. For example, are

you the same age? Have you had similar problems? Do you have comparable friends or

live in the same type of environment?  How are you unlike the main character?

7. In complete sentences describe the setting (where and when) of this story. Was it hard

for you to visualize the story’s setting? If so what resources did you use to help you form



a mental picture of where the story takes place? Resources could include items like a

globe, atlas, almanac, encyclopedia, or Internet research.

8. In complete sentences describe the problem or conflict the main character had in this

story.  Were there different ways the main character could solve the problem?

9. In complete sentences describe the resolution or solution to the problem or conflict in

this story. What character resolved the problem in this story? Describe him/her if not

the main character. In your opinion, do you agree with his/her actions? If you agree

with the character’s actions, why do you agree? If you disagree with the character’s

action, what other solution would you offer?

10. You are the editor of this book! Change the ending in this story. Describe in complete

sentences your new story ending.

11. Would you recommend this book to your classmates? In complete sentences state why/why

not.

Just a reminder: All Reading Log Sheets are due to Mrs. Iannone - Tighe Media Specialist, by

September 16, 2022. Your responses will be kept on file in the Becker Media Center as an

example of your writing style.

Happy Summer Reading!

Questions, comments, concerns?

Please email Mrs. Chauncey Iannone ciannone@margateschools.org


